
     

Simple installation? Fast implementation? These 

have never been terms associated with any Sales 

Analysis solution for Infor ERP XA (formerly 

MAPICS XA).  

 

Until now. 

 

COMpanion provides world class Sales Analysis for 

Infor ERP XA customers. It combines a robust 

OLAP (on line-analytical processing) database and 

data warehouse created on the iSeries with familiar 

Microsoft Office based tools for presentation. 

 

Minutes after installation and data generation, you 

will be able to see your company sales data in ways 

you never thought possible.  

 

How is this possible?  

 

COMpanion “mines” the vast Infor XA COM 

database. It organizes, summarizes, and renames all 

appropriate sales data to make it more accessible and 

meaningful. Unlike other systems that, after 

installation, only work “moving forward”, 

COMpanion builds historical sales history from 

available COM/CSM history files! The robust 

architecture can combine data from multiple Infor 

ERP XA environments and even multiple systems 

into one complete sales database….Amazing! 

 

 

COMpanion Sales Analysis for Infor ERP XA 

 
View a family of products and add to your shopping cart. 

Features 

Advanced Hierarchical Cataloging 

With this advanced catalog interface, your 

customers can view more than just a list of 

products. They can find products of interest 

easier than ever by drilling down through a 

hierarchy of items to reach the specific item 

they are looking for. Click through product 

categories that help narrow down to the 

desired item. Customize this interface to 

reflect your company, and suit each product 

by adding graphics and/or descriptive text. 

 

Using COMpanion® 

 
Microsoft Office, the defacto standard for 

productivity tools, has embedded functions for 

analyzing OLAP data. COMPanion leverages these 

tools for several reasons. First it is most likely on 

your desktop already and second you are probably 

familiar with how to operate it!  

 

Simply put, COMpanion’s summarized data is 

extracted to an Excel Pivot Table from your Infor 

ERP XA iSeries database. From here the sales data 

can be “sliced and diced”. The data may be analyzed 

not only by the dimensions provided (customer, 

customer class, item, warehouse, salesrep, territory, 

etc) but by any additional custom data elements that 

you have in your database that are unique to your 

company! 

 

Press a button, tomorrow, next month, next year and 

your data will be current. 

 

No more waiting for month–end reports! Get the 

data you want when you want it! 

By Lexel Corporation 

 Simple Installation  

 Fast Implementation 

 Extracts Prior History from 

COM/CSM History Files 

 OLAP Summary Data 

 Native iSeries Database 

 Supported with XAX by 

Catavolt, Inc 

 

Install…..Generate…..Use….. 

 



     

 

 

 

Click Stream Analysis 

Compile Marketing Data and Establish Trends 

Possibly one of the most powerful tools of the 

Advanced Catalog application, this innovative 

feature captures the navigation in your electronic 

product catalog, writes it to a data warehouse, and 

determines what products were not purchased!  

 

Examine what your on-line shoppers are simply 

looking at, but not buying! This information will 

enhance your sales analysis and help you 

determine variables that may require change, such 

as price, color, style, or general appearance. You 

may also examine trends while obtaining an entire 

list of products that have been viewed regularly, 

but did not sell. Using industry standard tools, you 

can access this data and begin to understand the 

activity at your site. 

 

Industry Standard Technology  

Customize Catalogs Using XSL Style Sheets 

Customization is made simple, through the use of 

XML and XSL languages. XSL style sheets can be 

tailored to reflect the unique characteristics of your 

product, working with PDAs, phones and other 

wireless devices. By employing universally 

standardized languages for data transfer and data 

display, Advanced Catalog gives you the ability to 

customize the look and feel of your catalog using 

industry standard technology.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sales Reporting 

 

COMpanion’s OLAP database provides many ways 

of analyzing your sales data. Some of the most 

common dimensions include: 

 

 Item by Customer 

 Customer by Item 

 Salesrep by Item by Customer 

 Salesrep by Customer by Item 

 

Dimensions may be analyzed or compared by: 

  

 Sales Amount 

 Cost 

 Units 

 Returns 

 Bookings 

 

Data Values may be analyzed by: 

 

 Month/Period 

 Quarter 

 Current year 

 Prior Years 

 

In addition, extensive, and easy to use graphing, 

highlights your sales data in ways you never thought 

possible 

 

 

Install….Generate….Use….It’s That Easy! 

What are you waiting for? 
 

No other Sales Analysis solution for Infor ERP XA, 

at any price, offers ALL of the following: 

 

 Easy Installation 

 Prior History Reconstructed from COM 

 Easy to Learn and Use! 

 

With COMpanion you can be analyzing your data in  

one day! 
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